
The Surgeon in The Woods

It’s visible for the briefest of moments. The longer you drive

through  the  more  rural  things  become,  uneven,  unsuitable  for

buildings, so naturally it catches the eye. For a split second a theme

of wilderness is broken. All is dense foliage, and then, just before the

hairpin  turn  (in  the  unlikely  event  you’re  looking  up  rather  than

straight ahead) brickwork can be spied amongst the trees. It was like

it was waiting for him. He always knew he’d need an escape. The

question was when it would become home.

From out of a local market he appears, scruffy and with dark

eyes. Work has him constantly fatigued. The rate of progress is what

keeps  him going.  Actually,  one  thought  about  it  and  boom,  he’s

wired.  Sleep  is  at  the  bottom of  the  list.  It’s  currently  two  days

without any which makes the return journey tough going. From the

market it’s an arduous walk to the opening and then another half

mile up a muddy incline. He almost fancies a kip upon reaching his

destination. Not for long. On the other side of those red bricks is the

wonderful child of talent and dedication. A lone window facing the

road  is  occasionally  opened.  Perhaps  this  used  to  be  a  shed  for

farming equipment.

In through the side door he pegs a green coat. Thanks to some

clever insulation it’s warmer inside than you’d think. Before hitting

the lights he waits to hear breathing…how sweet it is to hear that

soft rhythm. Whether anything is out of place is the next step. There

are numerous items (most relating to his profession) which he can

remember the exact positions of, not that it’s necessary. Break-ins

are highly unlikely. Onto a table he unloads what he bought – fruit,

bread and nuts. In a fridge is maceral from a local pond. He’s learnt

to stomach it raw as nutrients are lost when cooked. On the shelf

below are smoothies with a caffeine kick. There’s one left before he

has to create more. Down it goes in one. Ah, yes, he is ready to

continue.



After disinfecting his hands he advances towards what takes

up 60% of  this  confined space,  and then follows hand exercises.

You’d be right to think steady hands are essential  for this line of

work,  but  still,  the  degree of  control  he  has  over  them is  really

something.  Part  of  it  is  self-taught  as  for  hours  he  would  deny

himself  food,  sleep,  even  the  toilet  until  his  will  triumphed  over

pressing issues. Next he grabs the stethoscope. Placing his left hand

on the subject he can feel its warmth, and with his right he places

the bell of the stethoscope on areas of a torso, listening to the rate

and rhythm of its  heartbeat.  There is  not the usual  apathy while

doing  so.  Yes  he  must  focus  but  there  is  tenderness  to  the

formalities. A strong pulse causes a smile.

Blood samples have almost been daily. He must check on the

regular, to see how the conversion is coming along, if there are any

deficiencies, anything slight which could lead to tragedy. Whenever

these immediate concerns are put to bed he looks upon the tokens

of  theatre  –  the intravenous drip,  scalpel,  nasal  cannula  -  and is

reminded  of  how far  he  has  come…of  that  first  year  at  Chulton

medical school...

It  was  with  pride  that  he  entered  the  halls  of  residence  at

Chulton. To one day see the initials M.D. follow his name on a door

was all the fuel he needed for seven years. Precocious is the word.

Textbooks on medicine were devoured during high school. At home

stitches were sown into rubbery fabric. Many of the big names and

their contributions were memorized. When was the first vaccine for

diphtheria?  Who discovered prefrontal lobotomy? On what page of

Gray’s Anatomy may you find a lithograph of the femur? Ask him

anything. The answer swiftly followed. By the time he started his

degree he was more than clued up.

The  halls  were  a  little  noisy  though  he  did  not  see  it  as

something that  would  hinder  progress.  One of  the few things  he

agreed with was how well the grounds were kept which made for a

nice stroll to class. Once inside the lecture hall it was game on. Sure

there was a desire to impress, show off even, but his enthusiasm

was a hit  with every tutor,  often raising his hand to bullseye the



conclusion they were building upon. Participation from others was

encouraged but he was always three steps ahead. As early as the

very first lecture everyone had an opinion. It was divided into a few

groups. If you discount those who thought he was cheating you are

left  with  those  who  looked  up  to  him  and,  the  much  bigger

percentage,  those  who  couldn’t  stand  his  know-it-all  presence.  It

didn’t  help  when  he  overruled  suggestions  from others.  In  those

moments lecturers were split between authority and admiration.

Professor Reese Fenwick was the head teacher and spoken to

at  least  once  a  week,  to  check  everything  was  on  track  for  top

marks.  “You  know  it  is”  was  the  usual  reply.  No,  there  was  no

concern over the quality of his performance, just that the system

may be conspiring against him. After a few weeks lecturers were

challenged.  He  couldn’t  help  himself.  Methods  were  questioned,

assignments were said to pinch his potential. Being told he was right

had lost its appeal. Things were moving too slow.

It all happened during neuroscience. They were going over old

ground but what started as an objection quickly became an attack

on the lecturer and any student who got involved. Nasty words were

exchanged and he walked out. Later in the day he chewed things

over with  Prof  Fenwick,  alas,  the overarching sentiment of  ‘you’ll

have to play nice’ led to another argument. With every passing day

his  mind was outrunning the criteria.  Did  he really  need medical

school?  In  any  event,  before  he  could  give  it  any  thought  Prof

Fenwick decided for him and showed him the door.  As he put it,

“This is the final straw in a long list of complaints…”

Occasionally that sentence echoes.

He stops gazing at the intravenous drip. There are other things

that  need  checking  before  the  big  moment.  Fingers  interlock  to

make sure gloves are on tight. He leans in. A hand runs over the

tissue which has been heavily stitched…how rewarding it is to see

minimal scarring. Below the surface is where the most high-risk job

was done, where non-absorbable sutures are holding together vitals.

Had complications arose at that juncture it might have been game

over but those steady hands did what they do best. The intensity



with which he examines makes him sweat. Come to think of it, it is a

little warm. He opens the lone window. A pleasant breeze hits him

though it can get blustery up here.

Not recently but on past occasions, if his workload was getting

on top of him and it happened to be stormy outside, he would go for

a walk.  To feel  the rain was therapeutic.  It  helped stop his brain

yapping. Once the cold had his full attention he would test his will

against the elements, walking around until his body adjusted. When

back to his place of work there was fresh perspective. One of the

more memorable walks took place a week after that little chat with

Prof Fenwick...

Disillusioned and soaked through, he returned home to realise

he may have made a blooper. Was not becoming an M.D. what he

had  wanted  since  childhood?  And  now  he  had  thrown  that

opportunity away through anger? This was not how it was supposed

to go. He had to get back into medical school, obviously not Chulton

but there were a couple of others within reach. After a few more

days of consideration the decision was Berkley medical school which

afforded two great bonuses. Firstly his personal statement led the

charge to skip year one, and secondly he was able to live outside of

the campus which was better for privacy.   

Back  in  the  lecture  hall  changes  were  in  order.  Criticizing

others was unacceptable as was challenging the teacher.  On bad

days  this  became  another  test  of  the  will  but  it  worked  to  his

advantage as all that pent-up energy was then later used at home

where  he had begun to  do  some experimenting,  basic  stuff with

rodents and pigeons. This was not as cruel as you may think as most

were on their way out anyway. While school was equipping him with

the basics work at home was broadening his imagination. Exactly

what contribution he wanted to make when the letters M.D. followed

his name was the question bubbling within.  

The glorious moment came when one of the lecturers played a

video of successfully separated Siamese twins. Something clicked.

He knew what he wanted to contribute.  You could say the whole

ethos of medicine was turned inside out. The next day the urge to



study was greater than ever. He began to race through his degree

while working on things at home that the other students were years

away from doing (some of them arguably not on the level but how

else was he to truly express himself  if  he didn’t bend the rules?)

Come  submission  day  assignments  were  always  handed  in  first

which made it  all  the more impressive as they were consistently

brilliant. Problem was after two months of this even he was not used

to  this  kind  of  speed,  and  just  like  a  runaway  train  the  wheels

started to jump.

One hiccup would cause disaster.

Lending lab equipment was not smart but more worrying than

a missing otoscope was the contents of a memory stick someone

had left behind. One of the lecturers saw no harm in loading it up.

The name was certainly familiar but these papers had nothing to do

with  his  degree.  Skimming  through  the  file  named  “Stitching  of

serosa” was more than eye-opening and not in a good way. There

was no choice but to make Professor Tomas Nilsson aware of what

Berkley’s golden pupil was getting up to outside of campus.

When confronted he reacted badly, insisting this was the work

of some jealous student, but the further he ran with the story the

less it added up. Furthermore, Prof Nilsson reminded him that these

papers were far in advance of not just the pupils but many doctors

which  his  ego  was  inclined  to  agree  with.  There  was  enough

evidence here to go to the police. Instead Prof Nilsson eliminated the

chance to do what his heart was set on and made sure he would

never enter medical school, ever, again. How stupid it was to leave

something like that lying around. He very nearly did something in

the moment. A little voice told him all was not lost.

The dream had been crushed….what  used to  be the dream

that is.

He can smile about it now. The wind sooths as he looks onto

the road (visible through a small gap in the vegetation). Peace is

rarely broken. More often than the murmur of an engine you’ll hear

the movements of deer. That is not to say some people don’t wander



in  but only around the perimeter where there’s  still  a  pavement.

Here in the bowels of this woodland the population is one and in

nearly a year the sole resident has seen nothing out of the ordinary.

The  idea  of  living  here  permanently  grows  by  the  day.  The

more he became occupied with his profession the less he could deal

with people. To think he used to sit in those classes, jotting down

things he already knew for two, four hours at a time. How wasteful!

In one sense it helps proves how much of a fallacy it all was. He’d

still have three years to go if he’d kept on, and even if the letters

M.D. did eventually follow his name it would be within a much more

constrictive  environment.  Food,  equipment,  round-the-clock

solitude…what’s  missing  here?  That  is  the  only  thing  he  can’t

answer. You could say his options are minimal but there’s no catch,

and  on this  occasion  he  replays  how he  found  it.  Like  most  big

decisions it came after a long walk…

Having  left  Prof  Nilsson’s  office  infuriated  he  walked  out  of

campus,  out  of  town  and  further  into  the  unknown.  When  the

immediate fantasy of smashing his head into the desk had subsided

he had to deal with hours of doubt. What was he to do? The only

thing holding it all together was to keep walking. The woodland was

entered by accident and near pitch black, but it was for that very

reason he decided to keep going. From early evening to early next

morning he pushed on with increasingly sore feet. Just how long had

he been walking? Ten hours? It didn’t feel that long. In any event,

with the help of sunlight and, before questioning whether it was a

mirage, he spied those red bricks. Ten minutes later he was inside.

Apart from the dust this was ideal. So tired yet excited. Here

was the missing piece! His body eventually insisted on sleep and he

caught a few hours squatting against one of the bare walls. Awake

again in the afternoon he proudly nodded at his new life decision

and walked another half day back to his house. Upon reaching it this

new plan had evolved. A sense of destiny was reinforced. This was

not just brilliant – this was the symphony he was meant to compose.

O how life’s bitter episodes were going to make what followed all the

sweeter!



Three weeks after his disappearance the police broke into his

room, and there on the table was a note claiming he was dead. That

medical  school  had  led  him  to  suicide  was  the  perfect  alibi

considering statistics. Of course he could not afford a search and so

he disclosed where he had decided to end his life – in a lake – and

left a few tokens of his person there to pardon the fact they’d never

find the body. Over a year later and not a peep. Over a year later

and, finally, the big moment is at hand.

Taking one last  breath he steps away from the window and

moves towards the operating table. He can’t have it under for too

much  longer.  He  must  try  to  kick-start  things.  He’s  nervous  but

mainly excited, safe in the knowledge he has gone about everything

the right way. A trembling hand turns off the general anaesthetic.

What was it he saw during that Siamese twin’s video? Well, he

learned it was not so much the power medicine has to  help others

that appealed to him as it was the power of it full stop, and what

better demonstration of that power than to  reverse the process of

separation? The germ of this  idea could also been seen in those

unfavourable  dog  breeds  -  the  ugly  blend  of  characteristics,

misshaped legs, compressed rib cages. You can see the sadness in

their  eyes.  They  should  not  be but  they  are.  Yes,  he  knew right

away,  if  something like  that  could  be replicated in  the dominant

species it would be the ultimate victory of science over nature.

Wait…movement!

It is not the warm smile for usual births. It’s a crazed one. The

table  which  a  moving  hand  tries  to  feel  around  is  not  the

conventional  flat  kind  but  curved  like  a  half-pipe.  All  legs  were

removed. The idea is for it to never leave this table. A fleshy cocoon

links both torsos which must not be put under too much stress if

everything is  to stay together.  Interdependence is  the rule.  What

were two stomachs is now one, arteries have been rewired and a

single blood type finally  prevailed with the help of  bone marrow.

Each end struggles like it’s caught in a web. How strange it must be

to  wake  up  into  a  new  being!  Words  of  encouragement  are

whispered into an ear.  



“Wake up, professor...”

Everything is a blur. It will take a few minutes to zone in but

there is already something familiar about the face at the other end

of  the  table.  What  a  treat  it  will  be  to  witness  the  moment  of

realisation – that Prof Nilsson is not only in the same room as Prof

Fenwick but part of him!

The motive for choosing these two is easy to guess but doesn’t

explain why it all works so perfectly.

While plotting his ‘suicide’ there was a good deal of clearing

out in order. More than a few textbooks were lying around so he

flicked through them to see which ones would be of future service.

One in particular caught his  eye, not its  contents so much as its

authors – Tomas Nilsson and Reese Fenwick. To learn his two former

head teachers  had collaborated was a revelation.  A quick  search

online and he was ear-to-ear to read of a public fallout. What he had

fantasied about was now written in the stars.

One of the great things about being so close to them during his

time at Chulton and Berkley was that he knew their daily routines

inside  out,  and  one  thing  they  shared  in  common  was  leaving

around 8 p.m. That it happened to be autumn was an added bonus.

First up was Fenwick. There had been practice runs in supermarket

car parks, to see if he could close on people without them realising.

Of course when he entered Chulton campus the heart was racing,

especially when he saw his prey. Squatting beside cars, making sure

other could not see he got closer and closer, waited for him to put

his  keys  into  the  car  and  then  BAM!  Over  the  mouth  went  the

chloroform-soaked flannel.

A good grip was essential as he went into his survival throes

but  the struggling  did  not  last  long.  He opened the car  and put

Fenwick’s  limp  body  in  the  back  seat  where  it  was  tied  up  and

gagged. The next decision was very risky but when else would he do

it? Taking some keys from his victim he went into the right building

and  found  the  lab  to  take  some  basic  equipment.  A  janitor

suspiciously eyed the stuff he had in his grasp and so he quickly



held a door open as he mopped, redirecting his attention by winning

a “Thank you.” Back without a problem he drove to his new home,

dumped the body, equipment and then drove the professors car a

good distance away, getting a couple of buses back before walking

the remainder. A week later the process was repeated with Nilsson,

an even more exhilarating episode, but once complete he felt that

much more invincible.

You can only imagine the elation now, watching his creation

come to life.

The  more  dominant  head,  Nilsson  appears  to  be  more

cognizant of his surroundings. He flashes a look at his master. It is

hard  to  describe  just  what  was  exchanged  but  it’s  a  magical

moment.  The  look  of  confusion  grows.  There  is  fear  as  well,

understandably, but he did not predict violence. Confusion leads to

panic and panic leads to flailing arms. With no sensation in the legs

and the contents of his abdomen stretched over twice the distance

he cannot accept what is. Struggling however will not give him back

his previous body and worse yet a bit of blood is seeping from the

centre part. One of the scars has reopened. With so many nerve-

endings in this section it must really hurt and Nilsson vocalizes that

truth with a god-awful scream. It’s so loud ears must be covered.

When there’s a pause something more disturbing is heard. A car has

slammed on its brakes.

The window was left open.

What a fool! How careless! After all this work something utterly

stupid  has  threatened  everything.  But  really,  what  were  the

chances? Running over he shuts without slamming it and looks out

onto the road through that gap…a dark blue car? Ten seconds later

someone is out, a man who does not look like he’s from either of the

closest towns. It’s  good to see his attention is  slightly off target,

looking too high, then too much to the right. This is repeated for a

few  minutes.  It  looks  like  his  curiosity  is  waning…until  he  takes

another step forward.



Now it looks like he’s staring right at him through the gap. To

stay as still  as possible is the only option. Can he see someone?

Something? Red bricks? It’s a truly awful experience. His face begins

to  scrunch  up.  Is  he  beginning  to  see  it?  Breathing  through  the

mouth is quickly stopped due to condensation. The passer-by tilts

his head.

“That’s not very funny!” is yelled up into the trees. There is

another pause, brief but painful. Wait, has he really dodged another

bullet? Yes! Off walks the stranger back to his car. He is monitored

until gone.  

That belief in destiny is still  intact. How cruel it would have

been to have everything undone at this crossroads. Looking back at

his  waking specimen he sees  that  Fenwick  is  beginning to  come

around and joins  in  with  another  bout  of  screaming.  Boy they’re

noisy. It is a fantasy to believe the police aren’t searching. He has no

idea just how close they could be. Retiring here is the king of all

fantasies but he is  banking on there being enough time to finish

what  he  started,  to  create  a  harmonious  whole  out  of  two

incompatibles.  And  what  a  perfect  opportunity  to  put  their

differences aside!  

He approaches this human witchetty grub with the intention of

stitching that wound. They really must learn to get on (for exercise

to maintain good circulation, to pass waste once they’re on solids

again). Patience is needed by their creator but that’s never an issue.

He has oodles of the stuff. Both faces register pain as those steady

hands do what they do best.

“There there…hush now…

…what are doctors for?”


